Echostar Goes Hybrid with New Android™-powered DVB and IP STB
EchoStar (IBC2012; stand #1.F76) expands its Android™-powered range of set-top
boxes with a new hybrid solution enabling access to DVB TV services alongside IPbased entertainment including games, apps and on-demand content.
Steeton, UK – 7 Sept., 2012: EchoStar (NASDAQ: SATS), a leading supplier of added-value, connected
device solutions to the digital TV industry, announced today that it is expanding its portfolio of Android™powered set-top boxes (STB) with the introduction of a new hybrid DVB and IP solution the HDX-410.

This highly effective product is designed to receive DVB and IP-delivered content and services whilst
home networking support ensures that it can also act as a powerful multi-room solution. The HDX-410 will
enable TV operators and telcos to deliver a wide range of DVB and IP-based services to their customers
cost effectively, including broadcast and on demand TV plus Smart TV applications. The HDX-410
supports the industry’s leading digital rights management and middleware solutions and ultra-low power
operation to meet European energy efficiency requirements.

The HDX-410 platform is based on widely-established open standard technologies. Compatibility with
industry standard protocols ensures that the HDX-410 can interact with other devices within the home,
enabling TV operators to extend services from a central gateway to other display devices throughout the
home network. Offering a wealth of connectivity, interfaces include high quality HDMI®, wireless
networking to the 802.11n standard, Ethernet, S/PDIF and USB 2.0. Being highly compact in design, the
HDX-410 will fit unobtrusively into any location within the home. Shipping with software that supports the
most advanced methods of advanced video coding (AVC), the HDX-410 boasts support for MPEG-2,
MPEG-4, VC-1 and VP8. This ensures that TV operators and service providers can combine and deliver
the best user experience, high quality video and audio whilst optimising the available bandwidth to deliver
entertainment services cost effectively.

The HDX-410 supports the Android™ 4.0 operating system and includes Adobe® Flash® Player 11.x and
a WebKit-based browser. The Android™ community developed and highly efficient suite of application
development tools is freely available and provides an extensive, scalable Internet-centric application
development platform. This enables an operator to access an extensive pool of experienced and highly
skilled entertainment application developers to readily support the supply engaging apps and services.

Android is a trademark of Google Inc. Adobe and Flash are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States and/or other
countries. The HDMI, the HDMI Logo and High-Definition Multimedia Interface are trademarks or registered trademarks of HDMI Licensing LLC. All other brand and product
names are or may be trademarks of, and are used to identify products or services of their respective owners.

“Following close collaboration with the market following the introduction of our first Android-powered IP
platform at IBC last year, we were aware that it was important to follow up with the addition of broadcast
and DVB support to add to the versatility of the product”, commented Rhod Williams Senior Vice
President and General Manager of EchoStar in Europe. “Initially appealing primarily to IP and over-thetop service providers, this updated platform adds an even higher level of flexibility and targets TV
operators who wish to combine broadcast TV services with entertainment delivered over the IP channel in
a single cost effective platform”.

Incorporating the latest advanced System-on-Chip silicon solution, the product will be showcased for the
first time at IBC2012 on both EchoStar’s stand (#1.F76) and in Marvell’s balcony suite (hall 1, #BM3).

EchoStar’s HDX-210 Android™-powered IP STB has been nominated for ‘best IPTV
technology or service’ at the Cable and Satellite International Awards to be
announced at IBC2012.
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About EchoStar:
EchoStar Corporation (NASDAQ: SATS) is the premier global provider of satellite operations and video delivery
solutions. EchoStar’s wholly-owned subsidiary, Hughes, is the world's leading provider of satellite broadband
services, delivering network technologies and managed services for enterprise and government customers in more
than 100 countries.

Headquartered in Englewood, CO, with additional business units world-wide, EchoStar is a multiple Emmy awardwinning company that has pioneered advancements in the set-top box and satellite industries for nearly 30 years,
consistently delivering value for customers, partners and investors through innovation and outstanding quality. Over
the last three decades EchoStar’s contribution to video technology has been a major influencer to shifts in the way
consumers view, receive and manage TV programming.

EchoStar’s consumer solutions include HughesNet®, North America’s #1 high-speed satellite Internet service, Sling
Media's Slingbox® products, and EchoStar’s line of advanced digital video set-top box products for the European free
satellite and terrestrial viewer markets.

For more information, please visit www.echostar.com.
This press release is issued by Eldon Technology Limited trading as EchoStar Europe. Eldon Technology Limited is a company registered in England and Wales No. 2211701
and having its registered office at Beckside Design Centre, Millennium Business Park, Station Road, Steeton, Keighley, West Yorkshire, BD20 6QW, UK.
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